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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF RESEARCH ON TEACHING LETTERS 
Intr_oduc tion 
In recent years, much emphasis has been placed on the 
preparation of the kindergarten child for regular first-grade 
work, particularly in the area of reading readiness . Readiness 
as such in the kindergarten, has been extended to include any 
and all activities that have found their way into the curriculum. 
While it may be true that small children swing, dance, sing, 
jump, color, paint, cut, paste, and listen their way to readi-
ness , the background abilities needed for success in reading 
should and do embrace more than these activities . 
In defining readiness to read, Murphy1 says: 
"Reading readiness is the teaching of the 
hecessary skills to prevent confusion later in reading . " 
It is with this definition of readiness in mind that 
the lessons to teach letter names have been prepared and pre-
sented to kindergarten children . 
Statement of the Problem 
--
This study is an attempt to develop materials to teach 
the names of the capital letters and the recognizing of their 
forms to four and five year-old children . The particular 
group of children for Whom these activities were devised are 
military dependent children living on an air force installation. 
1Helen A. Murphy, 11 An Evaluation of Exercises for 
Developing Auditory Discrimination in Beginning Reading." 
unpublished I1a:ter 1 s thesis, Boston University, 1940. 
~o ston University 
School of Education 
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Many opportunities from their close contact with air force 
symbols were utilized as a common interest factor . 
Because of the highly specialized occupations of their 
fathers, these children represent a somewhat limited cross - section 
of four and five-year olds in general . However, they have all 
the beginning school problems and the usual assortment of physical, 
mental, emotion~ and social needs of any group of kindergarten 
children anywhere . Their fir st grade preparation cannot be based 
on specific requirements of the local school system for two 
reasons . First, the state of Louisiana supports a public school 
kindergarten only in few are~ and second, many of these children 
will be thousands of miles away at the time of their first grade 
entrance dates . They may be transferred to rural, urban, private 
or parochial schools in any of the forty-eight states or to 
military- based elementary schools in any part of the world . 
Developing readiness for first grade can be sufficiently 
challenging for the kindergarten teacher in a community where 
first grade curriculum is well defined . In a kindergarten 
where two hundred pre-schoolers will go on to almost as many 
first grades, the importance of recognizing the skills needed 
for success in grade one is paramount . 
The Controversy 
There is considerable controversy about the teaching of 
letter names before formal reading instruction is begun . After 
the ABC approach to reading fell into disrepute among educators, 
names of letters and their sounds or recognition of either con-
tinued to be ignored in varying degrees . Although mention of 
/ 
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letter Jmm-1ledge would appear from time to time in the litera-
tureJ no particular value was placed on this ability . Many 
differences of opinion as to their importance in beginning 
reading instruction were expressed . These opinions ranged from 
a "never teach letters alone" point of view to a 11 teach them 
as needed" one. 
Letters and their sounds seem to find favor among those 
working on remedial reading instruction. Few check lists 
suggested for charting reading disabilities omit the question, 
"Does the child Jmow the letters? 11 If names of letters are 
important as a means of correcting reading problems, after the 
problem exists, it seems logical to teach letters before 
reading as a preventive measure . 
This study then, proposes to prepare and to try out in 
an informal manner, lessons that will teach kindergarten 
children the ability to recognize and to name the capital 
letters . Air force symbols , signs , abbreviations and special 
air force "jargon" drawn from the child's own world are the 
sources of materials selected . 
In addition to class lessons to teach the letters and 
materials to f ollow up in a variety o~ ways , the children 
will have opportunity write the letters as they are learned . 
Choice of air force letters has been based on the premise that 
an< air force child will find such activities interesting, 
meaningful, and important . 
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Review of Research 
....... 
Readiness for reading, correcting reading disabilities, 
methods of instruction for beginners in reading, analyses of 
pre -reading backgrounds, and an exhaustive list of other re-
lated subjects have received serious scrutiny by dedicated 
investigators . From their reported c onclusions, the uninitiated 
can only recognize their failure to agree on the issues studied 
and their eagerness to agree on the fact that there is no single , 
clearly marked, bright and shining formula to complete reading 
success for all children . 
Since this study is concerned with children at the 
readiness or pre - reading level and is further narrowed to the 
development of letter knowledges only , the present review of 
the literature covers this limited area . 
1 Smith , in her fascinating history of American reading 
instruction, writes that primitive man gradually developed from 
gestures and grunts as a means of communicating with his fellow-
men through progressive stages of pictorial presentation on the 
grounds , in stone , and on tree bark until the complexities of his 
culture made it necessary to devise a more adequate system of 
writing . Slowly , objects and ideas were refined into sounds and 
symbols until what is currently known as the alphabet emerged . 
1Nila Banton Smith, American Reading Instruction, New York: 
Silver , Burdett and Company , 1934. 
Early reading methods began with the teaching of the 
alphabet. This method gave way to the alphabet-phonetic method 
until the word method displaced them both in theory if not in 
actual practice. Of this period, Smith1 writes: 
"In spite of all the agitation in behalf of the 
word method, the majority of teachers continued to use 
the alphabet method. The word method was conspicuous 
because of its newness, but the alphabet method was 
persistent because of the years of tradition behind it.u 
Along with the popularity of the word method came the 
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advancement of the theory that words are perceived as wholes and 
not as the sum of their parts. Of these "Gestaltists", Yoa.kum.2 
says: 
"Today, however, the theory accepted by the great 
majority of psychologists and educators is that words 
are normally perceived as whole and in groups, rather 
than as a result of identification and combination of 
the parts." 
In advocating the use of the word method, Betts3 writes: 
"The whole word should be presented. Each element 
should be taught as a. part of a. whole word rather than as 
an isolated unit; therefore, words should be pronounced 
as wholes in order to preserve the natural blend of the 
component elements." 
Of presenting the letters or their sounds, Betts4 also 
remarks: 
"It is generally conceded that the sounds of 
letters should not be given in isolation; instead the 
word should be kept as a unit." 
1smith, 2£•£!1•, p. 98 
2 Gerald A. Yoakum, Basal Reading Instruction, New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1955, p. 49 
3Emmett Albert Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction, 
New York: American Book Company, 1946, pp:-617-618 
4Ibid. 
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1 However, Durrell , in a chapter covering word analysis, 
suggests several exercises to help the child learn the names or 
sounds of letters. He introduces these materials by the following 
statement: 
"I.f a child has di.f.ficulty in recognizing the 
individual letters, he is likely to con.fuse the words 
in which these letters appear." 
It is o.f interest to kindergarten teachers and others 
working with very young children that Durre112 .further indicates 
the need for a child to write the letter once its name has been 
learned. Blackboard writing, tracing, copying, or guiding the 
child's hand as the child says the name o.f the letter are all 
suggested means by which letter naming ability can be increased. 
Nor would Durre113 be in complete agreement with those 
who reject the idea of learning the names o.f letters before 
beginning reading instruction or the establishment of a minimal 
sight vocabulary. He observes: 
"Skill in naming and in writing letters is often 
su.f.ficient. background for the word recognition." 
Witty and Kopel3 are of the opinion that many errors. in 
primary reading are caused by confusions of letters and therefore 
of words themselves. They feel that the alphabet contains many 
letters that are easily reversed, inverted, and confused. Early 
habits in reversals that continue into later reading are bound 
to contribute toward failure in reading. 
1 Donald D. Durrell, Improvement o.f Basic Reading Abilities, 
New York: World Book: Company, 1940 p.203-
2 and 3 Ibid. pp. 204-205 
4Paul Witty and David Kopel, Reading And The Educative Process, 
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1939, pp. 172-173 
Gates1 appears to be taking the middle road in his 
appraisal of the need for developing letter knowledges at the 
pre-reading level. His Gates Reading Readiness Tests2 include 
a test of the ability to read letters. It is suggested that 
this gives desirable informational background as to the extent 
to which entering first graders may be familiar with printed 
materials. Yet, he seems to be minimizing the importance of 
this background by saying: 
"The fact that knowledge of letters correlates 
rather well with other evidence of reading readiness 
has given rise to the mistaken idea that one of the 
easiest ways to increase reading readiness or to equip 
a child to learn to read is to teach him letters. 
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This is unsound. In the first place, letters are rather 
difficult things to learn. Some of the letters are 
much more difficult to learn to recognize than are 
typical words. Furthermore, intensive teaching of 
letters seems to contribute very little, in many 
instances nothing whatsoever, to a pupil's proficiency 
in recognizing and reading words •••••••• In general, 
the difficulty of the task of learning to recognize 
letters and the slight contribution it makes either 
to ability or interest in reading in the initial stage 
strongly suggests the advisability of letting the 
pupils learn the letters gradually, if not quite 
incidentally, during a period of months." 
He does not recommend the teaching of letters as a 
feature of a pre-reading program except as needed. Yet, he con-
siders incidental and accidental contact with letter forms some-
what desirable; far example, encouraging children to look at ABC 
books, playing games of Lotto, identifying letters on schoolroom 
doors or aisles if they serve a particular function, answering 
children's spontaneous questions concerning letters. 
1 Arthur I. Gates, The Improvement of Reading, New York: 
The Macmillan Company, 1947; pp. 168-170.--
2Gates Reading Readiness Tests, Bureau of Publications, 
Teachers College, Columbia University, New York 26, New York. 
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These activities, however, should only serve to create the 
child's awareness of letters and increase his familiarity with 
them so that "the child will learn a letter here and there." In 
discussing the time needed to learn all the letters, Gates1 further 
says: 
"In general, it may be said that learning all the 
letters of the alphabet is an enterprise for the first 
full year and not for the pre-reading program." 
That young children already have an awareness of letters 
and a vague idea of the relationship of printed page to picture 
representation in books is defined into several sequential stages 
by Monroe2• She divides these stages as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4· 5. 
6. 
7. 
Manipulation 
Pointing 
Naming 
Simple Narrative-
Interpretation 
Storytelling 
Differentiation of 
About 12 months 
15 months and later 
18 months 
2~ months 
2! - 3 years 
3-:a - 4 years 
Real and Fantastic - Above 4 yrs. 
In describing the various activities of children at each 
level of development, she notes that at twenty-four months the 
awareness of the print in addition to the picture is created. At 
age two and a half to three years, the capital letters are noticed 
but no attempts to name them are made. At the storytelling and 
sharing stage, the names of the letters begin to emerge. At the 
last stage there is the beginning of an understanding that the 
printed text and the "storyn are definitely related. Along with 
this understanding may come crude attempts at writing letters. 
1 Gates, ~· cit., p. 170. 
2Marion Monroe, Growing Into Reading, New York: Scott, 
Foresman and Company, 1951, pp.~l8 
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From this developmental sequence, which places letter 
awareness as early as age two and one halr, kindergarten teachens 
who are working w1 th rive- year olds and who include the teaching 
of letter names in the pre-reading program could scarcely be 
considered as "pushing" the children into a learning experience 
for which they are totally unprepared. 
Monroe1 also suggests that the first printed word to be 
associated with meaning should be the child's own name. The 
letters in his own name are generally the earliest to be recog-
nized, eapecially the first letter. However, she does not con-
sider it desirable to teach the alphabet as such but does deal 
with the problem of calling the letters by their correct name 
instead of "the piece with the tail" or "the humpy place" or 
other such vague designations. 
Another study that has been made of young children's in-
terest in letters is that of Ilg and Ames2 who seem to feel that 
at age five and one hal£ years many children know the entire 
twenty six letters arter a period o£ progressive interest that 
begins somewhere around the third year. They suggest that the 
toys, blocks, and ABC books that are a part of early childhood 
equipment evoke interest and encourage children to ask for the 
names of the letters and even requests for help in writing them. 
1 Monroe, 2E• £11• pp. 214-215. 
~ranees 1. Ilg and Louise B. Ames, "Developmental Trends 
In Reading Behavior", Journal of Genetic Psychologz, 76: 261-Jll, 
June, 1950. 
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Among other investigations made concerning letter know-
ledges were studies made by Wilson, Fleming, Burke and Garrison1 
who concluded that many kindergarten children know letters before 
they know words and that these children who knew the most letters 
were among the first to read and to become the best readers. They 
further reported that in cases where children did not know or were 
confused about letter forms, they were slower to learn to read 
and were among the poor readers . 
Wilson and Fleming2 , in a study of kindergarten and primary 
grades pointed out the need for letter abilities in reading suc-
cess a~ well as the natural interest and importance young children 
give letter forms . They say: 
"The evidence seems to point to early and clear 
attention by young children to letter forms and sounds 
as a basic element of and keys to reading . " 
And .further: 
"This lively and serious desire to learn letters 
and words on the part of these children who were under no 
formal compulsion to learn to read was one of the most 
convincing arguments. 11 
1Frank T. Wilson, Cecile w. Fleming, Agnes Burke, and 
Charlotte Garrison, "Reading Progress in Kindergarten and Primary 
Grades", Elementary School Journal, 38: 442-449, February 1938. 
2 Frank T. Wilson and Cecile w. Fleming, "Letter Conscious-
ness of Beginners in Reading", Journal of Genetic Psychology, 
Vol . 53, 273-285, December 1938. 
Sheldon and Hatch1 who were investigating the reading 
abilities or second graders by a comparison or the abilities 
round in the good and poor reading groups concluded that the 
weaknesses in the poor group were inabilities to name letters 
11 
or recognize sounds ar sound blends while the good reading group 
showed considerable strengths in these same areas . Percentages 
given were 78% ror the good readers as compared to 48% ror the 
poor readers . 
Among the more recent studies conducted on a large group 
or first grade entrants was that of Boynton and others2• After 
testing 850 children in an erfort to determine dirferences in 
reading backgrounds, the investigators concluded that a know-
ledge or the names or letters berore beginning reading contributed 
to greater reading achievement . 
The roll·owlng year, Miller3 attempted to analyze elements 
that contributed to success in beginning reading and summarized 
her study in part by saying that knowledge of letter names showed 
considerable dirrerence in ravor of the high reading group . 
lwilliarn D. Sheldon and Shirley Hatch, "Strengths and Weak-
nesses in Reading Groups of Second Grade Children", Education and 
Administration and Supervision, 37 , pp . 405-414, November 1951:--
2Katherine Boynton, et ..!.l:., 11Dirrerences in Reading Back-
ground Brought to First Grade", unpublished Master's thesis, 
Boston University, 1954 
3v . R. Miller, "Analysis or Success in Beginning Reading 
in Relation to Knowledge of Letter Names, Experimental Background, 
and School Adjustment", unpublished Master's thesis, Boston 
University, 1955. 
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Hudak and Wentzell prepared a series of meaningful exer-
cises for use in grade one for the purpose of teaching the names 
of both capital and lower case letters. They further evaluated 
the success of these experiences in terms of reading achievement 
by matching a group of one hundred fifty-five children who were 
given these lessons before reading instruction was begun with a 
group of one hundred fifty-four children who were not taught 
letter names . They concluded the following: 
"Knowledge of letters before formal reading aids 
children in attaining success in beginning reading." 
And further: 
" ••• ch ildren who knew twenty or more letters at 
the end of the two week period were superior in reading 
achievement." 
As recently as 1957, several extensive investigations of 
the elements that contribute significantly to success in first 
grade reading were conducted. One of these was done by Linehan2 
whose purpose was to study the effect of systematic and inten-
tional instruction of letter names and sounds in grade one. Her 
method was to pair twelve experimental classrooms with twelve 
control classrooms. The experimental classes were given instruc-
tion in names of letters and the sounds were taught as soon as 
names were learned. The control classrooms used only the teaching 
1Elizabeth Hudak and Margaret Wentzel, "The Effects of 
Knowledge of Letter Names on Beginning Reading.", Unpublished 
Master's thesis, Boston University, 1955. 
2 Eleanor Barbara Linehan, "Early Instruction in Letter 
Names and Sounds as Related to Success in Beginning Reading.", 
unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Boston University, 1957. 
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methods outline in the basal reader series. The basal reader of 
Scott , Foresman Series1 was introduced first and the names of 
letters and sounds were taught incidentally later. A detailed 
testing program was carried on at four different periods of the 
study, with tests given in September, November, February , and 
June. Linehan2 concluded the following: 
"From the evidence it appears that knowledge of 
letter names and sounds aids beginning reading." 
And also that: 
"From the evidence it appears that the results 
of the tests of letter names and sounds favored the 
experimental group." 
These findings seem particulary significant when it is 
considered that the September testing period showed that mental 
age scores and many of the letter name tests favored the control 
group. Scores on learning rate and visual discrimination favored 
the control group. Yet, in June testing results indicated that 
the experimental group was superior in all areas. 
Gavel3, in examining the relationship between knowledge 
of letter names and sounds to reading achievement also in 1957 
says: 
"Although no panacea has been found for reading 
failure, research has identified factors which play an 
imp or tan t part in the rea ding process ••• " 
1 
W. Gray, A. Artley, M. Arbuthnot, L. Gray, Curriculum 
F'oundation Series, New York : Scott, Foresman and Company, 19:>1. 
2 
Linehan, .QE.• cit. 
3sylvia Ruth Gavel, "Patterns of Growth in First Grade 
Reading.", unpublished Doctor's dissertation, Boston University, 
1957. 
Gavel's1 study suggests that the many letter knowledges 
measured from one testing period to another show decreasing 
correlation coefficients and would seem to show that skill in 
these areas has little real relation to reading achievement at 
the first year level. However, evidence of these skills early 
in the year is indicative of children who are likely to achieve 
in reading, according to her conclusions. She goes on to ex-
plain that skills in identifying letters and matching letters 
don't of themselves relate closely to reading but that early 
possession of these skills may indicate children with some 
qualities that are likely to make them successful in reading. 
Population examined in this study consisted of 1,542 children of 
four communities with a range of low, medium and high economic 
and social status. 
A third success study in 1957 of first graders was made by 
Nicholson2 • Her purpose was to measure certain background abilities 
brought to grade one and to relate these abilities to the first 
graders' chronological ages, mental ages, and sex. The group 
studied was made up of 2,188 children in four communities. These 
children were tested during the first three weeks of grade one. 
Among the various background abilities measured was the ability 
to name letters both capital and lower case. 
1 Gavel, .QE.• cit. 
2 Alice Nicholson, 
Success in First Grade." 
Boston University, 1957. 
"Background Abilities Related to Reading 
unpublished Doctor's dissertation, 
Nicholson1 summarized, in part, as follows: 
"That many children bring to school an interest 
in and an ability to name letters is evidenced by the 
scores on identifying letters named." 
Also: 
"Girls are slightly better than boys on naming 
letters." 
Another conclusion or her study is of special interest 
to teachers working at the pre-reading and kindergarten levels 
where much time is consumed in visual attention type drills. 
She says: 
"On the basis of the high scores achieved by 96% 
of the population, it would appear that much of the 
matching of pictures and geometric forms as found in 
many reading readiness pro~ams is a waste of time for 
most children. 11 
2 Durrell deplores this very type of time-wasting prac-
tice as unnecessary when the skills may already be mastered by 
the rapid learner or easily grasped by the average one. 
McKee3 also mentions the unfortunate waste of time 
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likely to result from exercises that center the child's atten-
tion on distinguishing between geometric forms or dogs and cats 
and other comparisons not actually found in the child's reading 
matter. 
1 Nicholson, ££• cit. 
2Donald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction, New York: 
World Book Company, 1956, pp .~Bl. 
3Paul McKee , The Teaching of Reading in the Elementary 
School, New York: Houghton Mi:ffliii Company,L948'; p.147. 
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He1 observes: 
11Since the discriminatory power of most children 
by the time they enter school has advanced beyond the 
stage of that needed in making such decisions, since 
distinguishing between such objects probably has little 
to do with learning to read, ~d since the skill to be 
acquired is that of distinguishing between the forms 
of printed words used in beginning reading matter, the 
types of exercises mentioned above are likely to be 
wasteful for those children." 
Of the matter of interest in letter names by young children 
2 Nicholson says: 
And: 
"There is little doubt that capitals interest 
children before lower case letters." 
11 Capi tal letters are better knom to young children 
than are lower case letters which thelt will encounter far 
more frequently in beginning reading. 1 
An overview of these most recent studies of first grade 
reading success factors is presented by Durrell3 Who summarizes: 
ul. Most reading difficulties can be prevented 
by an instructional program which provides early instruc-
tion in letter names and sounds ••• " 
"2. 
differences 
Children entering first grade present wide 
in levels of letter knowledge: 
a. All children were able to match capital 
letters as well as lower case letters. 
Exercises in this ability should be omitted 
from reading readiness materials. It appears 
to follow that matching of non-word forms 
and pictures as prel~inary instruction for 
letter and word perception is relatively useless." 
"3· Tests or knowledge or letter names at school 
entrance are best predictors or February and June reading 
achievement. They relate most closely to learning rate in 
September.u 
1 
McKee, .2l?.• ill• 
2 
Nicholson, ££• £!!• 
3Donald D. Durrell, "Success in First Grade Reading.", 
Journal of Education, February 1958, pp. 2-6. 
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From this brief summary of previous research concerning the 
teaching of letter names and recognizing letter form, it would 
appear that, in ~ite of many protests against this practice, 
recent investigators have presented powerful evidence substantiating 
its worth. Regardless of their lack of agreement to "teach or 
not to teach" letter knowledges before reading instruction is begun, 
authorities are in complete accord in condemning the non-functional 
drill or dull memorization of lists methods of learning letters. 
\ihether letters are presented before reading, during early reading 
instruction, or later in the child's reading program all writers 
insist that letter experiences Should be meaningful, interesting, 
related to the child's world and important to him. 
It is with this admonition in mind that the materials 
suggested in this study have been prepared and presented to the 
children. 
/ 
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CHAPTER II 
LESSONS AND TECHNIQUES FOR TEACHING LETTER NAMES 
Each experienced kindergarten teacher is equipped with 
her own personal educational philosophy as to what is important 
learning ror the rive -year olds in her class . In each roam 
can be round very different kinds of kindergarten programs . 
Although the plan of presenting materials to increase letter 
-knowledges is far from an original or earth-shatt ering one , it 
was received by the members of the teaching starr with varied 
reactions . For this reason , it was considered prudent to have 
an informal meeting and very briefly report recent findings or 
first grade success studies . 
There are ten classrooms in the program with each room 
enrollment numbering approximately twenty children. At the time 
or registration, eight rooms are made up of children whose ages 
would allow them to enter first grade the following September in 
most areas . These eight groups range chronologically from four 
years nine months to five years eight months . 
Two additional rooms of children who are below the four 
year nine month level make up the total enrollment of the 
kindergarten . Placement in either of these rooms is dependent 
upon birthdate . The first grade entrance date as generally re-
quired by most public school systems is the deciding ractor . As 
a rule , it is two or more years before these "juniors" will be 
permitted to enter grade school . 19 
It was the general consensus of opinion that the eight 
classrooms of children to be admitted to first grade the following 
September would be most interested and profit most by the sug-
ge~ted experiences . These eight classrooms participated in the 
study. 
Each teacher was asked to obtain an individual inventory 
of the ability to recognize and to name the twenty six capital 
letters . Each child was called to the teachers desk; a list 
of letters presented in random order was shown the child; and, 
as the teacher pointed to the individual letters, the child was 
asked if he knew the letter and could name it . A copy of the 
inventory list is in the Appendix . 
Activities were presented over an eight week period with 
time allotted for them kept within the interest given and the 
enthusiasm of the children for each lesson . A brief description 
of the kind of material used follows : 
Initials 
Each child was given a copy of his own initials . The use 
of the word "initials" was explained and each child was helped to 
use these initials in labeling his own supplies and equipment . 
The children were called by their initials and encouraged to call 
other members of the class by initials also . Varied opportunities 
for copying and writing their initials and the initials of the 
others in their own families were given . 
The Name of the Airbase 
--- ---- -- --- ---~~ 
Common symbol for the home and place of duty for the 
children's fathers is BAFB . These letters were taught and their 
meaning explained. The children copied and wrote the letters 
and brought in from home to share with others various things 
that have these letters printed on them. 
The Designation of the Air Farce 
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USAF was taught. Letters were shown the children and 
some time was given to just talking about the air force. The 
children were encouraged to notice signs on the base that had 
these letters . Opportunities to trace, copy and write were given. 
The Name of the Abbreviation for the State of Louisiana 
--- ---- -- --- --- --- -----
Letters LA were presented. Previously learned BAFB 
was added to give the complete address designation of the airbase . 
Air Policeman 
Special air force police are called A.P. 1s. Games with 
A. P. inspecting the children's passes and admitt~ng them to the 
flight line and other "security areasn on the base were played. 
A. P . armbands were made . 
Squadron Designations 
Children were asked to find out and bring to class the 
letters that show where their fathers were working . Each child 
was helped to learn the squadron or office designation of his 
own father and encouraged to learn the squadron letters of other 
children's dads . They played guessing games, "\-!here does m:y 
Daddy work?n 
Strategic Air Command 
Common air force jargon calls the headquarters SAC . 
Many SAC emblems are in evidence around the airbase. Children 
took turns telling about where they had seen the~ A bus trip out 
to the main gate to see the large SAC sign was taken . 
21 
Aircra.ft Letters 
Bombers , jets, trainers , .flight line descriptions of 
aircraft were presented . Games to practice landings, to call 
the tower, to alert maintenance crews were worked out. Bus trip 
along the security .fence gave children an opportunity to see 
bombers, trainers and .fighters with their letter designations 
in good large c~itals painted on their wings . 
BAFB Postman 
The street signs, Avenues A,B,C,D, etc . were pointed out . 
The mailing address BAFB, LA . was added and "mail" deliveries 
were made by the children . 
WIND Direction 
eather chart showing the directions North , East, South 
and West with their variations was placed in the classroom. Letters 
showing direction were taught. "Flyers" called .for clearances 
and identi.fied themselves by initials and aircraft, "This is 
J .W • .flying Bomber B requesting to land at BAFB, LA. approaching 
the base .from the NE." 
Flight . Surgeon and Flight Nurse 
By individual check lists each classroom teacher deterw~ned 
the letters not yet utilized in the children's initials or 
squadron designations . These were put on a wall chart and used 
to test the "sharp eyes" of' .flight crews . The F . s . and the F.N. 
examined the crew members . A pro.ficiency list of qualified 
crew members was posted to indicate that the child had learned all 
o~ the letters . 
Television and Local Channel Letters 
Children themselves o.f.fered the names of' the TV channels. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESULTS OF TEACHING LETTER NAMES 
Description of the Population 
One hundred forty- eight children were included in this 
study . They ranged chronologically within an eleven month 
period from four years, nine months to five years , eight months 
in age . Their socio-economic backgrounds varied with the rank 
held by their fathers in the air force . However, they could 
be considered fairly homogeneous in respect to their common 
exposure to air force symbols and talk . They also had similar 
background in respect to a variety of experiences , regional in-
fluences, customs , other languages , recreational facilities , 
trips to visit relatives , travel opportunities, and other factors 
generally thought to be enriching contribution to total readiness 
to read . 
The eight participating classrooms were given group 
intelligence tests . The classroom teachers assisted in the 
admini s tration of tests to each group . The Pinter-Cunningham 
Primary Tes~ Form A1 were given to each class . Scores were 
converted to I . ~ ' s in accordance with the test manual instruc-
tions . Results were sorted and tabulated. 
1 
Pinter - Cunningham Primary Test: Form A, New York: 
World Book Company , 1938 . 
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The intelligence level of the group ranged f rom the 
lowest I.Q. of 87 to the highest of 137, with a Mean I.Q. of 
107 obtai ned from the scores on the group intelligence tests. 
Table I shows the distribution of IQ scores on the Pinter-
1 Cunningham Primary Test: Form A : 
Mean 107 s. D. 10.3 
TABLE I 
I.Q,. 1 s Frequencies 
130 - 139 3 
120 - 129 16 
110 - 119 33 
100 - 109 64 
90 99 28 
80 89 4 
The results of the individual inventories taken during 
the first few~eks of kindergarten revealed that of the entire 
group, there were sixty-five children who could name none of 
the letters, seventy-two children who could name and recognize 
from one to five letters, eight children who knew from six to 
ten letter names, and only three children Who knew more than 
eleven names of letters. 
The teachers were asked to take short comments that the 
children made during this initial inventory and to write them 
in the margin of the inventory sheet. Most frequent response 
among the comments offered by children was, "I know that is in 
my name", or "That one begins my name", or "that one is in my 
mother's name", or "I've seen that one on the base somePlace." 
Noteworthy too was the fact that these remarks were offered as 
often when the child could not name the letter but was indicating 
he had seen the letter before as when the child could readily 
give the name of the letter. This awareness of the letters in 
1 
one's own name would certainly uphold Monroe's suggestions that 
in letter learning the child's name is the best starting point . 
Preoccupation with forms of letters was sho'tvn by remarks 
like these : o-njust like a round circle"; I-"looks like a straight 
line or a one"; U-"like a horse shoe shape I have"; Q-n just like 
a circle but with a tail on it"; S-"sort of like a snake, isn't 
it?" ; L-"that makes a half of a square" ; J-"like an old man 's 
cane"; X- 11 like a cross, only crooked. 11 
A summary of the individual performances on the inventory 
taken before and after the lessons shows the gains made in letters 
known . 
TABLE II 
GAINS IN LETTERS KNOvlN 
Number of Letters Frequencies 
Known Initial Test Final Test 
26 0 148 
21 
- 25 1 0 
16 
- 20 0 0 
11 
- 15 2 0 
6 
- 10 8 0 
1 - 5 72 0 
0 65 0 
148 148 
1Monroe, QE• cit. 
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The data shown in Table II is grouped data on the 
initial and final scores . Table III shows ungrouped data 
of the same scores . 
TAB IE III 
Raw Score Frequencies 
Initial Test Final Test 
26 0 148 
25 0 0 
24 0 0 
23 0 0 
22 1 0 
21 0 0 
20 0 0 
19 0 0 
18 0 0 
17 0 0 
16 0 0 
1.5 1 0 
14 0 0 
13 0 0 
12 0 0 
11 1 0 
10 0 0 
9 3 0 
8 1 0 
7 1 0 
6 3 0 
5 9 0 
4 8 0 
3 11 0 
2 12 0 
1 32 0 
0 6.5 0 
148 148 
The average number of letters known by children in the 
study was 2 . 37 letters at the initial testing period . At the 
final testing 26 letters were known . 
According to the frequencies of re~ponse to individual 
letters, the most known to the least known letters ranked in 
the following order: 
ABOXECDHSTFGIYKMRNLWZPQJUV 
Of minor interest may be the fact that V was the only letter 
not known by anybody. 
Boynton •s1 list of easiest to most difficult capibli 
letters to teach compares as foll ows .: : 
OXABTCLRISPNFEHDMKZJYWGQUV 
According to Nicholson •s2 findings, the order of dif-
ficulty of letter knowledge is not consistent. However, it 
maw be slightly significant that the both extreme ends of the 
two lists compare quite well . For example, Q, U, and V are 
on the far end of both lists while the first four letters 
on the "easy" end, though in a little dif ferent order are 0, 
X, A, and B. 
The tables included in this study are intended to be 
descriptive in nature . No attempt was made to relate letter 
knowledge or its lack to chronological or mental age or to 
analyze data in terms of differences . 
lBpynton, ££• £!1• 
2 Nicholson, ££• cl!• 
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Summary and Conclusions 
The purpose of this study was as follows : 
1 . To prepare activities to teach capital letter 
names and forms to military dependent children living 
on an air force installation. 
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2 . To make an informal evaluation of the effectiveness 
of the activities in the light of the number of letters 
known before and after the use of the lessons . 
Individual inventories of each child's knowledge of letters 
were made at the beginning of the kindergarten year ; activities 
were utilized for a period of eight weeks; and a second inventory 
of letter name knowledge was made . 
Group intelligence tests were administered with the help 
of the classroam teachers . 
When the results of the second individual check of letters 
known were reported , it was found that all the children knew ~ 
twenty six capital letters . 
1~en any type of study appears to result in complete 
failure or complete success, it is difficult not to view such 
results with a jaundiced eye . The fact that all the children 
learned all the letters with seemingly equal facility may possibly 
be explained, in part, as follows: 
1 . The activities had a high interest level for air force 
dependent children. 
~ . 
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2 . The small classrooms allowed for much individual 
help and attention in the writing, copying and seatwork 
activities . 
3. The fact that When a child learned a group of letters 
or lost interest, he moved on to another activity reduced 
boredom or fat igue among the children. 
4. The time allowed in weeks may have been t oo long as 
many teachers reported that at the end of four weeks, the 
rapid learners in the class had learned all the letters . 
5. The informal, relaxed atmosphere of kindergarten class-
rooms allm-vs far more flexible utilization of materials . 
Several kinds of experiences may be going on simultaneously 
without interfering with one another . 
6 . It was noted by all teachers that great pride and a 
need to learn these letters were present in all learners . 
Importance of the role of air force father and his job 
was great motivation. 
7. Possible "over-learning" may have resulted especially 
for children with high learning rates . 
Suggestions for Further Research 
1 . Extend the activities and materials to include lower case 
letters . 
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2 . Give similar material over a smaller time period and check 
completion on basis of high, average and low learning rates . 
3. Study a kindergarten group in a more stable community where 
grade one reading progress could be followed . 
4. Check rate of for getting of letter names over summer vacation 
between kindergarten and grade one. 
5. Develop the materials to include Unching of letter sounds 
as well as na~es. 
6 . Using other specialized areas of interest for the sources 
of the activities, build similar lessons based on group 
importance of individual community, f or example, farm, 
factory , railroad, seaport , fishing, or others . 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4-
6. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
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General Directions fcrthe Teacher: 
The suggested materials and activities are taken from the 
"here and now" of each child in the Barksdale Air Force Base 
Kindergarten . With few exceptions, the response should be eager, 
interested and profitable . The primary purpose of these ex-
periences is to teach the names of the capital letters in the 
alphabet . Incidental to this objective may be opportunity for 
oral expression , establishment of good listening habits, con-
tribution to vocabulary growth , particpation in group conver-
sation, improvement of visual perception , training in remembering, 
satisfaction in completing a task successfully and/ or other 
backgrounds considered important as readiness for first grade 
work . 
It is suggested that the time spent on each activity be 
limited to the sustained interest of the children. These lessons 
are not to be considered as the "endn in the child's kindergarten 
day . No particular sequence or pattern need be followed . Teachers 
Should feel free to repeat a particular game or activity that has 
been espe cially enjoyed and asked for by the children or to dis-
card any that do not seem to evoke enthusiasm. It is felt that 
there is a sufficient number of suggestions to allow each teacher 
to be selective concerning t he needs of her own class . In 
addition to the materials given, other opportunities for meaning-
ful and important letter learning may come f rom the children's 
own suggestions . 
Your thoughtfUl evaluation of the possible worth of each 
activity will be appreciated . 
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Initials for Each Child ~=----- --- ----
Preparation: 
From the class roll , make individual cards for each 
pupil with his first and second name indicated by large capital 
letters . Use heavy card stock about five by eight inches and 
a dark colored crayon . 
Lesson: 
Give each child his own card . Explain to the class 
briefly what initials are . Show how the letters on the card 
represent the first and last name of each of them. Ask for 
volunteers to "read" their initials . .Encourage them to point 
to the letters as th ey say them . nr am J . W. , these are rrry 
initials, my name is Jeff Webb . " 
Activities: 
Encourage each child to use initials to label his own 
supplies, crayon box, coat hook , etc . 
Suggest that each ch ild find out the initials of other 
members of his family . 
Ask each child to identify his own paper in seatwork 
or art by his initials . 
Use blackb oard writing of initials, clay letters, 
paint, sand pegs, etc. 
Guessing game : Children put their heads down on the 
tables and close their eyes . Teacher chooses one child as says: 
"This is M.T . , who can guess who it is?n Child who guesses 
correctly may help choose another child . 
United States Air Force 
Preparation : 
Four large cards made with letters U S A F about 
six inches high . 
Lesson: 
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In a conspicuous place on pulletin board or chalk 
tray place the cards in the correct order . Ask the children 
if anyone can tell the names of the letters . Say the letters 
out loud together , pointing to the letters as the children say 
them. Explain that the letters are a short way of saying 
United States Air Force . 
Activities : 
Suggest the children look for the initials USAF 
on the airbase and tell the class where and when they have 
noticed them . 
Be "sky writers" and trace the letters USAF with 
fingers in the air . 
Pub the letters USAF on the blackboard and allow 
blackboard writing practice . 
Offer lined paper and large pencils for writing 
attempts or copying at their seats . 
Seatwork: Trace USAF and drav1 something you like 
in the United States Air Force and copy the letters on the page . 
Barksdale Air Farce Base 
Preparation: 
Make cards with letters BAFB on each one (four). 
Lesson: 
Put the two cards that say A and F in that order 
in front of the class. Ask the children to remember what 
the A F means . Place the B before the A and ask if anyone 
knows what it might mean . Wait for response, then place the 
second B after the F to make B A F B. Explain that this is 
the letter name for the airbase on Which we live and go to 
kindergarten . Point to each letter and say the letter out 
loud together . 
Activities: 
Blackboard writing, copying and tracing . 
Mix letters up in order and have the children put 
them in correct order while saying the letters. 
Take away one card while the children close their 
eyes and have them jump up and clap if they can tell which 
one is missing . 
Seatwork: Trace letters, crayon or paint a picture 
of something on the airbase, copy let t ers . 
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Louisiana 
Preparation: 
ake cards with letters L and A. 
Lesson : 
Review letters already taught briefly USAF and 
BAFB . Explain that the letters LA are the initials for the 
state of Louisiana where our airbase is located . Point to 
letters , say them together . 
Activities : 
Writing, copying and tracing as in other lessons. 
Ask children to bring old envelopes from home that 
Show addresses as BAFB, LA . Pass them around the class to 
share . 
Leave letters on the bulletin board for children 
to see . Example: 
Our kindergarten is in 
BAFB, LA . 
34 
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Air Policeman 
Preparation : 
Make cards with le tters A and P. 
Lesson: 
Ask children ir anyone knows what man in the airrorce 
wears these letters. Wait ror responses. Explain AP is the 
short way or saying air policeman. Encourage the children to 
talk about the ways the air policeman helps us at BAFB . Point to 
letters, sey them together , "~i te' them. 
Activities: 
Invite the Air Policeman on duty near t he Kindergarten 
to call on the children. Let them inspect his armband with the 
blue letters A.P. on it. 
Help children make paper armband with white construc-
tion paper and blue crayon. 
Draw a picture or the Air Policeman on the corner 
of our school block. Be certain to put his AP letters on his 
armband. 
Game: Select an AP. He must identify the "Passes" 
of the class berore they can enter the security area. rr AP cannot 
name each child's initials, a new AP is selected. (Passes can be 
the copies of their own initials which they make ror the game) 
Squadron Des ignations 
Preparation : A few days before this activity is to be presented, 
ask the children to bring in a copy of the initials that show 
the sho~t way of saying their fathers' squadrons or office. Pre-
pare cards of the needed initials. Place an assortment of them 
on the table in front of the class or on the chalk tray. 
Lesson: 
Ask for volunteers to come up and choose from the 
letters, only the ones that show the squadron initials of their 
fathers . Have the child say the letter as he places it before 
the group and then have him tell what squadron the letters stand 
for. 
Activities: 
Game: guess where my father works: child places 
letters in front of the class, t he one who guesses correctly 
make come up and ask the question. 
Suggest that children bring in squadron emblems to 
share and show the class. 
Seatwork: USAF, BAFB , LA and Squadron letters to 
be traced and copi ed. 
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Strategic Air Command 
Preparation: 
Before a week- end or holiday , ask children to 
look at t he sign over the gateway entrance to t he base . Pre-
pare cards with letters S A C on them . 
Lesson: 
Ask ch ildren to tell about the letters they saw 
on the sign at the main gate . Put cards on the chalk tray 
in mixed up order and ask for a volunteer to arrange them in 
the same order as they appear on the gate sign . Explain 
t hese letters mean Strategic Air Command, it is a part of 
the USAF and BAFB is a Strategic Air Command Base . Sometimes 
jus t t he letters are used SAC . 
Activities: 
A trip on t he school bus to take another look at 
the sign . 
The sharing of SAC badges and emblems . 
Heavy cardboard puzzles with let ters~ , BAFB, LA . 
USAF , or SAC cut into odd shapes . Children try to put them to-
gether . 
Draw a picture of the gate and the sign, put the 
letters on it . 
Seatwork: Tracing, copying and writing letters . 
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Aircraft on BAFB,LA. 
Preparation: 
Place pictures of the kinds of planes seen on the 
airbase on bulletin board in classroom. Have reading c~ds with 
words Bomber, Trainer, Jet , Fighter prepared . Use oversize 
capital letter far first letter in each word . 
Lesson : 
Display one picture at a time in front of the 
class and ask to have the type of aircraft identified . If 
child selects a Bomber, tell him the first letter is B and 
have him choose the word card that goes with the aircraft. 
Continue the same procedure with the other pictures . Take 
pictures away and see how many can "read" the word from the 
first letter cue . Take cards away and let the children again 
place the right description with the right plane . 
Activities: 
Talking time allowed to tell about the kind of 
plane one's father flies or crews or is a flight crew member 
of and give letter designation . 
Flight line trip to see the aircraft and look 
at letter designations on their wings . 
Old air farce publications may be cut and pasted 
on cards with letters written underneath the pictures. 
Drawing of planes and let t ering them. 
' 
' 
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BAFB Postman 
Preparation: 
Make a red and blue box with white lettering saying 
POST OFFICE . Show the letters P . O. underneath the word, Postoffice. 
Two large paper bags may be made into a Postman's hat and bag, 
with u.s . MAIL printed on them. 
Lesson: 
Place letters P. O. on chalk tray and say them aloud 
as you point to each one . Ask the children what letters the 
BAFB Postman has to watch for when he is delivering the mail on 
BAFB . If children have learned their street or home addresses 
many of them may reply, "The letters on BAFB streets . " Ask a 
few children to tell what Street or Avenue they live on and write 
the letters on the board, saying them as you write them. Let 
the children say them after you . For example, J . W. lives on 
Avenue c. etc . 
Activities: 
Have children address home -made large envelopes with 
their initials, street or avenue designation and BAFB, LA . 11Mail 11 
them in the Postoffice and have a game of postman delivering the 
mail. 
Write an envelope addressed to Mother , save it for 
a picture you have drawn especially for her and really mail 
in from the BAFB Postoffice . When all envelopes are ready to 
go the class may take a school bus ride to do this . Use initials 
to give "Mother's" name and give teacher help in the making of 
the numbers on the address . 
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Directions ~ Nor th, East, South and ~ 
Preparation: 
Prepare cards with letters N, E, S, and W. Bring 
a large compass to class to pass around. Place signs North 
East South and West in proper place in each classroom. 
Lesson: 
Teach the direction designations N, 3 , E, and w. 
Point to letters and the c hildren say them. Ask them all 
to point to the right direction when you call the letter, 
and say the letter together. 
Activities: 
Let children take turns in pairs, one calling the 
direction and the other "flying11 to the right direction called. 
If mistake is made, a new "Pilot11 and 11 Navigator 11 are chosen. 
Try variations SE NW and see how many can catch on. 
Give stiff pape~ brads, scissors and paste and help 
children make and letter compasses. 
Game in which the children called the BAFB tower 
for per.mission to land in wh ich directional identification is 
given. "Coming in f' rom the NE, request permission to land 
:t'or :ruel, Fi ghter I<,, A. R ., pi lot 11 , etc. 
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Write a letter to Mother 
Pr eparation : 
Mimeograph sheets with the letter to Mother arranged 
in dotted letters . 
Lesson : 
Read the 11 letter 11 to t he children . Suggest that they 
choose a crayon color they like to trace the letters . The 
space at the bottom of the page is for each one's initials . 
Activity : 
Letters are written . Children may not finish this 
page all at one sitting . Especially for any who seem tired 
after two or three lines , divide the writing time into two 
sessions if needed . 
For the children who finish quickly , home- made en-
velopes can be made and BAFB, LA used in helping them address 
the letter . 
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Television Channels 
Preparation: 
Make large colorful signs with the letters KSLA 
and KTBS on them. Also take the letters T and V from the 
previously prepared stack. 
Lesson: 
Place the letters TV in front of the children. 
Ask what the letters are. Point to them and say them together. 
Ask the children for the channel letters of the local TV 
stations. Put up both signs and ask the children to find 
their favorite channel and name the letters. Point to the 
letters, say them, trace them in the air. 
Activities: 
Copying, writing and tracing for seatwork. 
Take letters away and see if children can put 
in the correct ones. 
Scramble the letters and ask them to find KSLA 
or KTBS for you. 
Dictate the letters without help of cards for the 
children to copy. 
Game where TV volunteer announcers give the BAFB 
news or the weather and wind report for local flying conditions. 
Children may give co~mercials or announce the n~~e of the channel. 
Instructions for Teacher Administering Letter Names 
Inventory : 
1 . Write each child's name in space alloted. Leave 
age space blank . Information will be filled in later 
from enrollment cards. 
2 . Explain to each child that you want to find out how 
many names of letters he knows . Make certain that he 
understands what you mean . 
3. Go across the page from left to right. Use line 
marker to help child focus on correct letter . Point 
to the letter and ask the child to identify it by 
name . 
5. 
6. 
Use a small check mark by each letter known and leave 
letters not known blank . 
Be ~suring and encouraging no matter how well or 
poo each child performs . y 
If child makes any pertinent remarks concerning the 
letter, how he happened to know it, or any association 
mentioned, make a note of it in margin of paper. 
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